Sewing Machine

Exclusive SEWING ADVISOR™

Select your type of fabric and sewing technique and the Exclusive
SEWING ADVISOR feature instantly sets everything for you.

Exclusive Accessory Kit

Exclusive Accessory Kit with five optional feet: Open Toe Foot;
Edge Joining Foot; Invisible Zipper Foot; Adjustable 1/4-inch Foot;
and Clear Piping Foot is included.

Built-in Stitches and Fonts

Choose from 160 stitches up to 7mm wide and three built-in font
styles for endless creative opportunities.

Graphic Display

All of the information you need to sew is displayed on screen.
View the stitch and any adjustments in real size before you sew.

Perfectly Balanced Buttonholes

The Exclusive Sensor One-Step Buttonhole Foot automatically
sews perfect one-step buttonholes every time. By sewing both
sides of the buttonhole in the same direction, you will have truly
balanced buttonholes.

Start/Stop Function

Sew without the foot control for easy, consistent speed. Simply
press Start/Stop to begin and to stop sewing. This is great for
sewing rows of decorative stitches, quilting stitches and making
buttonholes or for sewists with physical limitations.

Features & Benefits

Tribute™ 150C

Tribute 150C
™

Features & Benefits

Large Sewing Surface

Large 8-inch (200mm) working area for bulky
sewing projects.

Save to “My Stitches”

Save your personal stitch settings and programs
in four permanent memories for quick and easy
access.

Mirror Side to Side

Flip decorative stitches side to side for even more
creative possibilities.

Bobbin Winds from the Needle

No need to rethread when winding your bobbin
directly from the needle. Winding stops
automatically when your bobbin is full.

29 Needle Positions
Needle Stop Up/Down

Set the needle to stop up or down in the fabric for
pivoting, appliqué and more.

Automatic Bobbin Thread Pick-Up

Never a need to bring up bobbin thread before
beginning to sew.

Designed and Engineered in Sweden

Limited Edition to celebrate the HUSQVARNA®
VIKING® 150th Anniversary. The HUSQVARNA
VIKING brand has engineered and manufactured
superior quality sewing machines with cutting-edge
technology for over 150 years.

Built-in Needle Threader

Threads the needle instantly; makes threading easy
and reduces eye strain.

LED Lighting

Three LED lights illuminate the needle area and
sewing surface to make sewing easy and reduce
eye strain by reducing shadows while sewing. The
LED lights also have a long-life expectancy with little
to no light maintenance.

Move your stitch left or right for exact placement
of your straight stitch with 29 different needle
positions. Perfect for top stitching, edge stitching,
under stitching, stitching-in-the-ditch or quilting.

Extended Dual-Stitch-Plate Guidelines

For easy top stitching, hemming and utility sewing, sew from the left or the right of the needle
– the stitch plate has extended guidelines to 15/8”
(40mm) on both sides of the needle.

Sew-On Button Program

Sewing on Buttons has never been easier.

Twin-Needle Safety

Enter the size of the twin needle being used to
automatically limit the stitch width and prevent
needle from breaking.

Stitch-Width Safety

The Stitch-Width Safety feature prevents needle
breakage. It limits stitch width to center-needle
straight stitch for using a straight-stitch foot.

12 Languages

For instant on-screen reference choose from 12
different languages including English, French,
Italian, German and Spanish in the SET menu.
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